
 
 
 
CASE STUDY 
 
Enterprise Chooses CipherLab's RS35 and RK95 For TMS and WMS Applications Based 
On Excellent Track Record 
 
 
As an innovative force in the timber and decorative 
solutions industries, this company has been focusing on 
excellent sourcing and supplying quality commodities 
and decorative products for over 140 years. Driven by a 
passion for innovation, responsible sourcing and great 
customer service, this company is Australia’s largest 
independent distributor of wood panels, timber, and 
decorative materials, with an expanded range to other 
products. Its distribution centers can presently be found in all major capital cities in Australia 
including Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Perth, Adelaide, Cairns, and Townsville. 
 

As far back as 2018, this company has been using 
CipherLab's RS50 Mobile Computer, the former generation 
of the RS51 Rugged Touch Mobile Computer, for its 
transportation fleet application. It is worth mentioning that no 
downtime has been caused by the RS50 over the past 3 
years. Because the excellent quality of CipherLab products 
has spoken for itself and impressed the company, this 
company has decided to substitute CipherLab’s RS35 Touch 

Mobile Computer, the AER-certified rugged device with integrated scanning and large 5.5” 
intuitive touchscreen, for the rest of outdated mobile computers from the other brand that have 
been repaired several times over the years. 
 

Besides the applications used for transportation fleet, the 
CipherLab RK95 Industrial Mobile Computer equipped with 
a long-range scan engine has been chosen to read 
barcodes on timber in the warehouse due to its 
dependability whether for receiving, picking, stocking, forklift 
operations, or numerous other applications used in around 
the warehouse. The ability to read barcode data from longer 



distances helps users save time and effort. Furthermore, the user interface of the CipherLab 
mobile computers can be set using CipherLab utilities such as App-Lock, Button Assignment, 
and ReaderConfig based on specific user behavior. In addition to this, the eye-catching yellow 
frame of the RK95 was also quite practical for its users. 
 
To know more about RS35 and RK95, please visit our website: 
https://www.cipherlab.com/en/product-c56002/Mobile-Computers.html  
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